Zoom - Videoconference Room System Support Contacts

Use these contacts if the issue is regarding one of the conference rooms, or classrooms, and is connected to a Zoom meeting.

**AOI/Pullman (Includes Extension sites, Puyallup, and WSU West)**
- Phone – 509-33(5)-5044
- Email/Ticket – ats.aoi@wsu.edu

**Spokane**
- Phone – 509-35(8)-6770
- Email/Ticket – spok.it.media@wsu.edu

**Tri-Cities**
- Phone – 509-37(2)-7203
- Email/Ticket – iat@tricity.wsu.edu

**Vancouver**
- Phone – 360-54(6)-9033
- Email/Ticket – van.vcs@wsu.edu

**Everett**
- Phone – 425-405-1555
- Email/Ticket – everett.it@wsu.edu
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